
Spanish (Year 7)
Term 1 Term 2 Term 3
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I C
an
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m
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I can recognise 
information to introduce 
myself

I can understand 
information to introduce 
myself

I can wrtite information to 
introduce myself

I can say infomation to 
introduce myself
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I can recognise 
information about my 
school

I can understand 
information about my 
school

I can write information 
about my school

I can say information 
about my school

I C
an

 S
ta

te
m

en
ts I can recognise 

information about my city 
I can understand 
information about my city

I can write information 
about my city

I can say information 
about my city

I can recognise 
information about free 
time 

I can understand 
information about free 
time

I can write information 
about what I do in my 
free time

I can say information 
about what I do in my 
free time

I can recognise 
information about family 
and friends

I can understand 
information about family 
and friends

I can write information 
about my family and 
friends

I can say information 
about my family and 
friends

Mastery Statements Emerging Developing Mastering Mastery Statements Emerging Developing Mastering Mastery Statements Emerging Developing Mastering

I can ask someone how they are 
and say how I am

Ask someone how they 
are and say how I am

E + use correct 
pronunciation

E, D + use definite 
articles (el/la/los/las) 
accurately

I can say what subjects I study Say what subjects I study E + Use the ‘we’ form of -
ar verbs

E, D + recognise that y 
(meaning ‘and’) changes 
to e before words 
beginning with i- or hi

I can say what there is in my 
town or village

Say what there is in my 
town or village E + use no hay

E, D + use un/una, 
unos/unas and 
muchos/muchas

I can ask someone what they are 
like and say what I am like using 
the verb ‘ser’

Ask someone what they 
are like and say what I 
am like using the verb 
‘ser’

E + use adjectives that 
end in -o or -a accurately

E, D + make sentences 
negative and use 
connectives: y, también, 
pero

I can give my opinion about 
school subjects

Give my opinion about 
school subjects

E + use the direct article 
(el/la/los/las) when giving 
opinions about subjects

E, D + check definite 
articles in sentences 
giving opinions

I can ask and tell the time Ask and tell the time E + develop listening 
skills

E, D + listen for small 
words

I can recite and recognise the 
numbers 1 - 31

Recite and recognise the 
numbers 1 - 31

E + work out pattern to 
recite numbers up to 39

E, D + use accurate 
pronunciation of b and v I can give a reason for my opinion Give a reason for my 

opinion

E + use the direct article 
(el/la/los/las) when giving 
opinions about subjects

E, D + check verbs in 
sentences giving 
opinions

I can say what time I do 
something

Say what time I do 
something

E + contract a and el to 
form al

E, D + use ir – to go 
(present tense)

I can ask someone their age and 
say my age

Ask someone their age 
and say my age

E + use correct 
pronunciation of n and ñ

E, D + use tener 
(present, singular) for 
different persons

I can use adjectives correctly Use adjectives correctly
E + use the direct article 
(el/la/los/las) when giving 
opinions about subjects

E, D + check adjectival 
agreement in sentences 
giving opinions

I can understand a tapas menu Understand a tapas 
menu

E + develop listening 
skills

E, D + listen for positive 
and negative opinions

I can talk about whether I or 
someone else has brothers or 
sisters

Talk about whether I or 
someone else has 
brothers or sisters

E + use accurate 
pronunciation (stress on 
next to last syllable, 
accented words)

E, D + use indefinite 
articles (un/una) 
accurately

I can describe my school Describe my school
E + use plural indefinite 
articles unos/unas 
(meaning ‘some’)

E, D + use hay + 
indefinite article

I can order food and drink in a 
café

Order food and drink in a 
café

E + accurately 
pronounce j

E, D + use the stem-
changing verb querer

I can ask someone when their 
birthday is and say when my 
birthday is

Ask someone when their 
birthday is and say when 
my birthday is

E + use correct 
pronunciation

E, D + reading 
strategies: using patterns

I can describe facilities in my 
school

Describe facilities in my 
school

E + use plural definite 
articles los/las (meaning 
‘the’)

E, D use no hay + no 
article I can understand prices Understand prices E + develop writing skills E, D + check written 

work

I can say the Spanish alphabet Say the Spanish 
alphabet E + write out spelt words E, D + spell my name I can talk about what I do at break 

time
Talk about what I do at 
break time

E + use of sequencers to 
extend writing, e.g. 
primero, luego, 
normalmente, a veces

E, D + use the present 
tense of regular -er and -
ir verbs (full paradigms)

I can say what I’m going to do 
at the weekend

Say what I’m going to do 
at the weekend

E + use sequencers 
primero, luego, 
finalmente

E, D + use the near 
future tense (voy, vas, 
va, etc. + infinitive)

I can say what pets I have and 
describe them

Say what pets I have and 
describe them

E + use intensifiers: muy, 
un poco, bastante

E, D + use adjective 
forms (masculine and 
feminine, singular and 
plural) accurately

I can give information about family 
members

Give information about 
family members

E + possessive 
adjectives:mi/tu/su

E, D + possessive 
adjectives: mis/tus/sus

I can give opinions about what I 
like and don’t like doing

Give opinions about what 
I like and don’t like doing

E + use non-literal 
translations

E, D + use porque to 
give a reason I can count up to 100 Count up to 100 E + work out pattern to 

recite numbers up to 199
E, D + use accurate 
pronunciation of b and v

I can say what I do in my spare 
time

Say what I do in my 
spare time

E + use expressions of 
frequency: todos los 
días, a veces, nunca, de 
vez en cuando

E, D + use the present 
tense of regular -ar verbs 
(full paradigm)

I can describe my hair and eyes Describe my hair and 
eyes

E + accurately position 
adjectives (after the 
noun)

E, D + use irregular 
verbs tener and ser

I can say what the weather is like Say what the weather is 
like E + accurately pronoun ll E, D + use cuando as a 

connective I can say what my home is like Say what my home is like E + use the correct part 
of the verb

E, D + agree of 
adjectives with nouns

I can say what sports I do and ask 
someone what sports they do

Say what sports I do and 
ask someone what 
sports they do

E + accurately 
pronounce of c before e 
and i (soft)

E, D + use the present 
tense of hacer (irregular 
verb, full paradigm)use 
the present tense of 
jugar (stem-changing 
verb, full paradigm)

I can say where my home is Say where my home is E + accurately 
pronounce diphthongs E, D + use the verb estar


